Welcome to the OpenMRS Wiki

The OpenMRS Wiki is a community-maintained collection of documentation about our software and about our community. OpenMRS volunteers work hard to share knowledge and maintain this information, and we encourage you to help by fixing errors, updating knowledge, and adding comments or questions to pages.

If you're new to OpenMRS, read Introduction to OpenMRS for background about what we're doing, and visit openmrs.org/help to get involved.

Subscribe to be informed of updated Wiki pages.

OpenMRS Talk: Community Discussion

Visit OpenMRS Talk at https://talk.openmrs.org/ for our discussion platform and a place where you can hang out and talk about OpenMRS with other community members. Talk is an online home for OpenMRS users, implementers, and contributors to learn from each other, share experiences ... or just to make and build friendships.

OpenMRS Community Calendar

See the main calendar for more information.

Team Calendars
Ask OpenMRS: Community Technical Support

Ask OpenMRS is our community software support site, where you can ask questions about OpenMRS and get answers. Anyone can ask a question. Anyone can answer a question. The best questions & answers earn “likes” and rise to the top!

To get started, all you need to do is sign in to OpenMRS Talk with your OpenMRS ID.

Please contact the Help Desk to request access to the wiki for edit/write access. You can browse anonymously. We are now manually granting edit/write access to the wiki to prevent spam.

Recent Wiki Updates

- Page Unit Tests (Documentation)  Ian Bacher (yesterday at 14:54)
- Page Unit Testing With at-should Annotation (Documentation)
- Page Summer Of Code 2020 (Resources)  Ian Bacher (yesterday at 14:36)
- Page Managing a Security Vulnerabilities in OpenMRS (Documentation)  Suthagar Kailayapathy (yesterday at 03:32)
- Page DevOps and CI (Projects)  Arif Waqas Yusran (2020-03-18)
- Page Documentation Work Needed (Documentation)  Fawwaz Yusran (2020-03-18)
- Page Frontend Implementer Documentation (Projects)  Brandon Istenes (2020-03-16)
- Page Mergepatientdata Module (Documentation)  Brandon Istenes (2020-03-16)
- Page Further development of Sync 2 (Projects)  tendo kiiza Martyn (2020-03-16)
- Page Technical Action Committee (Resources)  tendo kiiza Martyn (2020-03-15)
- Page Upgrade Platform Core Libraries (Projects)  Moses Mutesasira (2020-03-13)
- Page Weekly Meetings (Resources)  Zach Elmer (2020-03-12)
- Page 2020-03-11: OCL for OpenMRS Squad Meeting (Projects)  Zach Elmer (2020-03-12)
- Page Improved OpenMRS DHIS2 Integration (Projects)  Moses Mutesasira (2020-03-12)
- Page OCL for OpenMRS Weekly Meetings (Projects)  Jennifer Antilla (2020-03-11)
- Page 2020-03-05: OCL for OpenMRS Meeting (Projects)  Jennifer Antilla (2020-03-11)
- Page Open Concept Lab (OCL) for OpenMRS (Projects)  Jennifer Antilla (2020-03-11)
- Page Documentation Team (Resources)  Jennifer Antilla (2020-03-11)